
Epiomic™ Segmentation Database... 

...providing the depth of knowledge to better 

understand your patient population



What is it?

For business analysts and healthcare industry professionals, the Epiomic™ segmentation database provides

a robust, evidence-based source for patient populations that goes beyond basic prevalence or incidence,

to include essential conditions and patient attributes for each disease.  

Epiomic™ patient segmentation data takes epidemiology analysis for the healthcare and pharmaceutical

industry to a deeper level. By overlaying the basic prevalence or incidence data with patient vital signs,

pathophysiology and co-morbidities, more accurate patient segmentation is possible. These refined

populations provide the fundamental building blocks for robust product valuations and forecasts for new

healthcare innovations. 

From a clinical trial perspective, identifying specific patient groups or segments most likely to benefit

from your treatment could lead to:

� Greater accuracy in study sizing and realistic patient recruitment rates.

� Potential reduction in the number of patients required for enrolment in a clinical

development study, while still achieving significant end-points.

Both of these factors combined can create huge savings to health asset development programmes.



Coverage

The Epiomic™ database covers a comprehensive range of over 145 of the more prominent and rare

diseases, structured into 15 therapy categories. Each of the categories include all relevant diseases in the

therapy area with easy navigation between them. The data provides a 10-year outlook split by gender, and

5-year age cohorts giving a very granular perspective to the population.  

Geographic Market Coverage

The database primarily covers no less than the 8 leading global pharmaceutical markets for the majority

of the diseases and for some of the diseases, the breadth of coverage expands to 23 different global

markets.

The 8 leading pharmaceutical markets include:

� United States

� France

� Germany

� Italy

� Spain

� United Kingdom

� Japan

� Brazil
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Other markets with coverage include:

� India

� China

� Russia

� Australia

� Canada

� Argentina

� Mexico

� Netherlands

� South Korea

� Turkey

� Greece

� Czech Republic

� Poland

� South Africa

� Saudi Arabia



What is unique about this database? 

What distinguishes the Epiomic™ segmentation database from all others is the:

� Quality – utilising the most up to date information from patient registries, clinical trials and

epidemiology studies to generate accurate patient population estimates.

� Breadth and depth – covering over 145 distinct diseases which include over 11,500 unique

subpopulations, displaying many of the clinically critical attributes and co-morbid conditions seen

in these patients.

� Flexibility – enabling the user to select the disease data for a 10-year outlook period cut by

gender and 5-year age cohorts. The user can also select multiple countries to see the aggregate

total or to compare the data simultaneously.

� User friendly – intuitive customer interface that makes it simple to navigate through the site and

between different diseases and sub-populations. The system has been designed to enable rapid

access to data, easy extraction and quick Excel downloads.

� Ease of use – ability to import the data in your company’s specific format, or ability to use one of

the in-built chart templates commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry.

� User-specified biometric distributions – ability to specify cut-points for population distributions

such as; blood pressure, lipid profile, lung function, BMI, kidney function etc, to generate unique

patient segments.



Access to 
sub-populations and 

co-morbid conditions
for each disease Easy to read 

data screen with 
cascade of
populations

Ability to 
switch between therapy

categories with easily
recognisable icons

Ability to select 
either a single country or

multiple countries with an
aggregate total
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All sources are 
identified that have

generated the specific
disease data

10-year 
outlook for each

disease with splits by
age and gender



What does the Epiomic™ database deliver to
its subscribers? 

� It provides timely insight... to pharmaceutical business analysis teams, who need to access and

search patient databases quickly, in a ‘user friendly’ format across a breadth of different disease

areas, allowing rapid population segmentation and refinement.

� It creates a competitive advantage... by providing greater depth to healthcare investors and

business development teams in terms of patient data, to a more granular level across a range of

diseases for the major pharmaceutical markets.

� It justifies a novel healthcare development... by giving inventors and intellectual property

owners patient population data that aligns with their targeted needs, and confirms their value

proposition.

World class sources

This is not an exhaustive list, but represents some of the types of resources used.



Epiomic™ offering
The Epiomic™ segmentation database is available on a yearly subscription basis accessed via our website

portal at: www.epiomic.com. The cost of the service is based on the selected number of categories, diseases

and required geographical coverage.

If your interest is limited to a specific data set for a particular disease, this can be purchased through an ad-

hoc one-time basis from the Black Swan Analysis team. Make your request by email to: sales@epiomic.com

outlining your requirements and the team will be in contact with a quotation for the service. 

Hospital patient episode databases: 
admissions and procedures
To complement our Epiomic™ segmentation database, we have created two additional databases based on

patient registry and survey data, which capture the number of patient hospitalisations by diagnosis code,

alongside procedures performed. Combining the information from these two data sets provides powerful

insight into areas of saturation or unmet medical need in specific areas of healthcare delivery. Similar to the

Epiomic™ segmentation database, this information is available by gender and 5-year age cohorts, for the

USA, France, Germany Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom.

Bespoke Epiomic™ segmentation
The Epiomic™ database, covering over 145 different diseases, is expected to meet the needs of the

majority of companies developing novel technology and therapeutics in any area of the healthcare space.

If you have requirements not currently covered in our database, please contact our team by email at:

analysis@epiomic.com. They will then be able to address your needs on a bespoke project basis. 

The team has extensive experience developing Epiomic™ patient segments for chronic, acute and rare or

orphan diseases.
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Black Swan Analysis Ltd.

Moorbridge Court

29-41 Moorbridge Road

Maidenhead

Berkshire SL6 8LT, UK

+44 (0)1628 621790

email: sales@epiomic.com

www.blackswan-analysis.co.uk


